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Aleksandar Apatović is a young Serbian artist. He graduated  at the School of Design “Bogdan Šuput” 
in Novi Sad where he is currently studying painting at the Academy of Arts.
His canvases depict ordinary and at the same time surreal and symbolist worlds, where multifaceted 
misshapen characters become the protagonist of scenes that seem to be taken from the everyday life 
except for the the fact that the landscapes come from a metaphysical place, the artist’s mind.
ItIt is a city of dreams, fears and alienation the environment in which the seed of Aleksandar art is    
planted: the lonely creatures and the outsiders that he paints are the contemporary heroes of a society 
that too often forgets and rejects the diversity. It looks like they are roaming around looking for       
something with no reason or purpose, in fact they are struggling to find a meaning in a place where 
values are stigmatized and there is no room for uniqueness and authenticity.
AleksandaAleksandar’s canvases feature combinations of words, signs and pictograms. The artist’s will is to 
demonstrate the way in which image and text are authentically amalgamated and how the boundary 
between visual and verbal arts can be overcome and trascended.

Aleksandar Apatovic



He has the extraordinary capability of  reconceptualising pre-existing pictorial traditions through his 
very personal approach to image and word that appear to be the two faces of the same coin.
There is an outstanding poetic, visual and musical synthesis in his compositions, where the apparent 
chaos is the unifying element that determines an intimate new form of harmony and peace from a deep 
turmoil. Aleksandar’s potent and vibrant artworks convey the message that being partially detached 
from the contradictions and the ugliness of this reality is the only way that remains in order to              
experience life in full.

"I don't think about art when I'm working. I try to think about life" (Jean Michel Basquiat)"I don't think about art when I'm working. I try to think about life" (Jean Michel Basquiat)

Art curator Erika Gravante
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I am waiting for you are the square
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Where are you
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Aleksandra Jedynak is a Polish self taught artist who lives and works in Warsaw.
When she decides to paint, Aleksandra allows herself to be imperfect and spontaneous in front of the 
artwork in order to let all the emotions flow unchained and in a pure natural manner.
TheThe canvas becomes a tabula rasa where the deepest feelings can be applied and transferred in a       
specific moment. Her abstract colorful compositions are a direct expression of the artist’s intuition and 
perception of the world and sometimes they represent a way to liberate the bad energies  that assault 
the mind. In this picture, abstraction is for her the most immediate form of personal manifest against 
the modern dogmas, requirements and clichés which our society demands and expects.
The therapeutic aspect of this work resides in the act of searching and finding a new peculiar definition 
of the concept of beauty as the only way to interpret the chaos that characterises our lives.
TheThe energetic and vibrant brush strokes and the use of deep colours are aimed at reproducing the       
variety and multiplicity of the feelings that accompany the artist’s experiences.
Aleksandra’s art, in other terms, is an extraordinary example of acceptance of our own originality and 
uniqueness and it gives us the possibility to appreciate the power of our true soul, an invaluable            
intimate treasure and a source of light especially during these difficult and dark times.

“Life is an abstract art, and it’s up to you to make sense of it”
(Talismanist Giebra)

Art curator Erika Gravante
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“If you can paint a picture by heart or through the resources of your imagination, photography, as a 
photochemical trace, can be carried out successfully only by virtue of an initial link with a material 

referent” (Rosalind Krauss)

AnitaAnita Parys is an American artist and she lives in Los Angeles. Her works, particularly expressive, 
define her life in the United States. These are digital photographs, with particular attention to faces, 
profile or not, and bodies. Her intent is to focus on human heterogeneity and, more broadly, on the 
concept of promiscuity of the city itself. Los Angeles, the Hollywood city, the beating heart of Southern 
California, home of the film industry. An important step has taken place since the 20th century in      
photography, when the differentiation between "pure" photographers and artists who used                 
photographyphotography to express themselves in their research was born. Even though photographers had            
already moved in this direction. In 1866 Peter Henry Emerson declared photography pictorial art, 
praising the techniques that led photography to a reading that was similar to that used for painting. 
With the establishment of the photography department of the Museum of Modern Art (Moma) in New 
York in 1940, the entry of photography into the arena of contemporary art was definitively sanctioned. 
With the advent of digital, contemporary photography today represents a real mix of consolidated       
traditions,traditions, techniques, visions and past stories. A revolution that has totally modified the use of the 
visual.  Since the seventies the American Cindy Sherman uses photography for "Untitled film still",       
a series of self-portraits aimed to give shape to the American imagination. Anita chooses to embrace 
this same artistic form, using certain subjects to express her ideas and reinterpret the world that          
surrounds her, America. The faces she immortalized are different, melancholic, happy, distracted, at 
times desperate or worried, as in "Long Night". Her photographs are pictorial, with a strong            
chchromatic contrast, which derives from the juxtaposition of contrasting elements between them.          
The lights of the night and the faces for Anita are composed of a thousand shades of blue, green, red, 
pink. A chromatic explosion able to make immediately visible the mood of the subject and of the artist, 
at the same time.

“Fine art is that in which the hand, the head, and the heart of man go together” (John Ruskin)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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Hear
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Long night
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Long night
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"The sun is new every day" (Eraclito)

ArtistsArtists from all places and all times have dedicated time to contemplating and depicting the sun.           
To it, people have attributed important symbolic values, moreover it represents light, energy and life 
itself. Aron's work is not a mere representation, but a reflection on life, on the link between                     
experiences and one's personal growth, moreover it is the result of a will to express his way of seeing 
reality. Through his work, the young artist Aron tells about a new sun, something that has to do with    
rebirth, with new points of view, new feelings and new experiences. Aron's sun is the meeting of colors 
thatthat impose themselves on the canvas, and again, they intertwave and mix, creating lights and          
shadows, contrasts and dynamism. Aron can place his art halfway between abstractionism and           
expressionism, merging technique and expressive ability is the great gift of the artist, he is able to 
create a unique work of its kind but at the same time that has more hints remote. His art refers to       
Richter's works that have both abstract and those characteristics of abstract expressionism.
Paraphrasing Jean-René Bazaine, painting must be able to recreate a deep feeling through violence, 
passion and expression that rests on a choice of colors and essential shapes. Aron puts this thought 
into action, creates suggestion and emotion through those shades and brushstrokes that go beyond the 
work and have continuity outside it, pervading space and time.

Art curator Vanessa Viti
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New Sun
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“Also the light seems to fade away in the uncertain shadow of the becoming” (Faber)

Everything in Arp’s vision derives from the concept of “continuous making” and the subsequent        
corruption of things: as Plato said, this has to be with the nothing because the process of becoming 
and perishing, which is the making, is simply the acquiring and loss of being.
NatuNature has the peculiar feature of inherently owing the concept of endless movement; this is different 
for any form of human artificial intervention which is not subject to this principle if not for a natural 
effect and impact. This is exactly the theme expressed by the here exhibited Arp’s artwork titled         
“The sky in the sea, the sea in the sky” where the two elements merge and the borders between them 
become thin and unrecognisable. The eternal form of change that goes from everything to nothing and 
viceversa is the mantra of his compositions. Not by chance  there is the presence of the four original 
naturalnatural elements that constitute every substance. The fire, represented by the colour gold, produces a 
sense of warmth and strength which incapsulates the principle of life and its vital energy.
The fifth essential component is man and this is linked to the asrtist’s memory of a figure who was      
passing by at the seaside. Arp’s intention is to think about the fact that, regardless the human efforts 
and attempts to avoid this, the passing of time will inevitably deteriorate and consume their external 
appearance and we have no other option than to witness this signs and marks of development and 
transformation.

Art curator Erika Gravante
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Il cielo nel mare, il mare nel cielo
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“We are all hungry and thirsty for concrete images. Abstract art will have been good for one thing: 
to restore its exact virginity to figurative art” (Salvador Dalí)

TheThe artist Bogdan communicates through his paintings a particular sensitivity that distinguishes the 
creative genius. The work is what exists in the artist's mind and it is realized through his hands, an       
inspiration that comes from his intuitive skills and his great technical ability in both painting and 
sculpture. Art uses the artist to materialize and consequently the artist represents the indispensable     
element for the existence of art. The work "Appendages of Motion" is a diptych made with mixed media 
on canvas and reflects Bogdan's personal style, characterized by colors that seek a natural harmony 
withwith various shades and light brush strokes. Cold colors predominate, with the addition of some warm 
tones to create a lively and dynamic contrast, without disturbing the overall vision of an elegant and 
delicate work. Abstract art, as Salvador Dalí argues, represents a point of return to the virginity of      
figurative art, because it is not filtered by codes and visual signs, but remains free from recognizable 
and elaborate forms. The only visible shapes in Bogdan's work are rounded or floral elements, which 
refer to primordial forms, a return to the past or the beginning of a new future. "Appendages of 
Motion"Motion" is the symbol of rebirth, particularly significant after an unusual and complicated period that 
involved the whole of humanity. As always, the artist manages to combine the positive or negative 
emotions of his own life by finding the right balance in imagination and creation, In this way he can 
transform even the darkest periods into  amazing masterpieces for humanity.

Art curator Elisabetta Scaccia
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“Painting is self-discovery. Every good artist paints what he is” (Jackson Pollock)

CarrieCarrie MeeRan is an American visual artist of Korean origins. She was orphaned when she was little 
and she was adopted by a family from Seattle. With her step mother she had the chance of traveling, 
visiting museums and discovering the power of art in various cultures all over the world and its     
boundless creative possibilities. After a major traumatic event at the age of 19, she suddenly and    
spontaneously started to draw as it was a therapy and a way to get over that difficult moment.              
For Carrie, painting is about finding a balance between darkness and light and it becomes a tool to 
understandunderstand and explore life in full, to face and confront her fears and to exorcise those shadows that 
sometimes accompany us throughout our journey. Through her art, she constantly teaches and  at the 
same time learns a lot; it is the common denominator of her existence which can reconnect her with 
her inner, intimate sphere. It is like an invisible fil rouge capable of uniting every human being,            
regardless the distance in terms of space and time. Rarely we succeed in processing and in living our 
feelings properly and this is the reason why sometimes problematic moods emerge and they do not 
allowallow us to act freely because we tend to remain tied to unsolved issues. In this case, art represents an 
incredibly effective soul conditioner and for Carrie it is a safe shelter where the deepest emotions can 
be released and directed towards a place of peace and self care. The artwork titled “Warm Afternoon 
Hues” shows an apparently chaotic combination of colours, lines and spots with no rational order and 
pattern which is the artist’s attempt to look for harmony in an reality dominated by uncertainty,             
external appearance and contradictions.

Art curator Erika Gravante
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Warm Afternoon Hues
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“The artist’s world is limitless. It can be found anywhere, far from where he lives or a few feet away. 
It is always on his doorstep” (Paul Strand)

CheChe Mundama, is a Nigerian artist rooted in France. He began to create at the age of six, inspired by 
the spirit of his grandfather, that was a sculptor. As a teenager, he decided to leave school and became 
an apprentice in a graphics and screen-printing workshop.  The artist realizes his works from the 
canvas, incorporating in the artistic message, the process of construction to the creative. The artisanal 
construction of the artistic surface leaves room for imperfections, human errors that would have no 
way of existing in an industrial canvas, giving the works a further aura of fragility. The search for       
perfection,perfection, rooted in our time in continuous evolution, immersed in the virtual, is set aside in the          
intentions of the artist in favour of human imperfection, of artisanal fragility that finds room for          
acceptance only in art. The artist’s work is based on dichotomy. Through the use of wet paint and the 
consequent solidification, the two-dimensional appearance emerges, reaching the viewer beyond the 
pictorial plane. The brushstrokes of light that filter through the cracks, tend to communicate to the      
unconscious of the observer. The light radiation, which replaces colour, allows Che to communicate 
ththrough his conceptual and metaphorical themes that accompany a journey through the emotions      
suggested. His painting session becomes almost a performance as the acrylic dries and spreads.             
His thematic imprint is linked to the tribal art of his world, visible especially in the work "Ngwe".          
In the 20th and 21st centuries, tribal art had a huge impact on many Western artists: the exponents of 
the fauvist movement such as André Derain, Henri Matisse and Maurice de Vlaminck were the first     
admirers of African art. Since then, the influence of this art has determined the search for new            
pprospective solutions. In particular Cubism, with Picasso, eager to emancipate himself from the          
classical schemes of representation, and in the 'essential concern to organize the volumes to express a 
new sense of  'three-dimensionality ' in the work, finds in African plastic that concept of balance, which 
is far from an aesthetic logic, and accords to an intimate logical order, in a harmonious unity of the 
parts.

“There are painters who transform the sun into a yellow spot, but there are others who, thanks to 
their art and intelligence, transform a yellow spot into the sun” (Pablo Picasso)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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Ngarbuh Dream
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“I am seeking. I am striving. I am in it with all my heart” (Vincent van Gogh)

Christiane Amereller was born in Lower Bavaria and studied art and violin at the Mozarteum in        
Salzburg. She works mainly in digital format, but always loves to experiment with different shapes and 
colours. Through digital painting the artist manages to be free in artistic rendering, through which she 
immediately manages to make her ideas visible, beyond the technical and stylistic limits.
Chance,Chance, events and circumstances are her main source of inspiration, outside of any preset scheme. 
She uses different layers, deforms them and turns them into space and colour. For Christiane, there is 
a physical theory that reality exists only in two-dimensional forms, in which three-dimensionality is 
only a projection. But can a work have its third dimension; can it be "surrounded", "crossed",            
"circumnavigated"? Piet Mondrian in his pictorial project "Inside Mondriaan" intends to explore the 
different plans of reading one of the simplest works. A three-dimensionality that is no longer just an 
effecteffect on the canvas obtained by the play of shadows and the rendering of perspective planes, but that 
becomes sculpture. It takes shape in space, opens up, becomes physical, a solid body to explore.         
Apparently the most basic, the most playful. The artist of black lines and primary colours, of white 
spaces, left as incomplete boxes, wanted to bring back the potentially infinite perfection of the minimal 
element. Each of the paintings have, in fact, lines that reach up to the edges without their ending, as if 
there could be another painting outside that goes on and on. To give the illusion of other "dimensions" 
andand to follow the trend of movement and emotion, are the bases of Christiane’s artistic research,      
pushing the observer to discover his own inner richness and leave space to the world of the               
imagination to create his own third dimension.

“The world may not even be perfect, yet perfection exists, and presents itself in simple forms, 
not at all flashy” (Banana Yoshimoto)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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The Beatles in a very famous song spoke about a girl with kaleidoscopic eyes, maybe even Claudia 
somehow owns them. Her work is in fact a set of images and colors, which intertwine and overlap, 
giving rise to a succession of visual and emotional stimuli for the observer. Many small details create 
a sophisticated and refined work, Claudia places her work on a high aesthetic level. The viewer is       
totally surrounded and enveloped by details, lights, shadows and bright colors, it seems to enter a 
vortex in which the energy released by the work itself, can to twirl us.
TheThe artist uses the collage technique in a remarkable way, almost as if she had traveled through time 
and learned from the great masters such as Braque and Picasso who opened the way for this               
technique. At the same time her art comes close to surrealism, Claudia offers us the opportunity to take 
an inner journey, excluding reality from her work and including something that goes further.                     
A dreamlike setting in which each element has a hidden meaning and therefore has a fundamental role 
in reading the work. The artist leads us to the discovery of energies and feelings, offering us the           
opportunityopportunity to reflect and ask ourselves questions or simply to find answers to unresolved questions.

"Art is not what you see, but what you show others" (Edgar Degas)

Art curator Vanessa Viti
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“Life obliges me to do something, so I paint” (Rene Magritte)

ConstanzaConstanza Mbehr was born in Argentina, currently lives in Santiago, Chile, graduated in architecture. 
Her interest in visual arts began at the age of 17, when she took her first course in painting. Today she 
directs her work towards abstract expressionism. Especially during the quarantine, which locked       
millions of people in the house, Constanza discovered the potential of the newspaper, due to the lack 
of materials. The newspapers became her canvas, where the artist let herself be guided by the newspa-
per and its novelties. Although the news was distressing, her intent was to give it shape in art, propos-
ing a new story. "Subconscious Urban Journey" gives the chance to observe and experience the city 
like no one had ever imagined before. Every spectator can feel something different, everyone interprets 
it in his own way. In it, we can find elements of the urban landscape, synthesized with architecture,             
a dose of surrealism and contemporary dynamism. Here the stairs are transformed into cranes and 
rails; they transcend their original state, conversing with their neighbours, the bridges. Even the          
elements of medieval cities want to interact and are embedded in these modern cities where                    
aarchitecture and sculpture blend to play with perspectives. All this happens in the same place, where 
initially the news is dressed in gray, but the desire to want something else and the ability to create 
something new are imposed by the colour that transforms this scenario. The subconscious comes to 
life, form and colour in the urban city, symbolizing that incessant desire to relive the world as it was 
before. The representations of cities, whether symbolic, real or ideal, have found, since ancient times, 
a well-defined space in the figurative arts. The scheme of the city represented within the walls of         
masonrmasonry, with some buildings emerging from the interior, runs through the Middle Ages.                            
A fundamental stage in the history of the representation of the city, however, is the humanism; with the 
birth of perspective and the development of the concept of "ideal city". The latter is at the center of 
many architectural treatises, the first of all was the one of Alberti. In this long iconographic history of 
great importance, the city becomes an interior vocation, a projection of emotions and feelings.            
The impressionists will depict the modern Parisian streets and new places of leisure city. The city will 
bebe the image of metropolitan discomfort in the canvases of Kirchner and Otto Dix, testimony of         
progress in futuristic works and theater of suspended and disturbing atmospheres, in the De Chirico’s 
ones. The images of the cities will therefore absorb the most varied emotions of contemporary artists: 
social hardships, a sense of loneliness and so on.

“I never paint dreams or nightmares. I paint my own reality” (Frida Kahlo)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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“If I create from the heart, nearly everything works; if from the head, almost nothing” 
(Marc Chagall)

CoraCora Mak was born, lives and creates in Hong Kong. Her poetics are based on the artistic analysis of 
perceptions. The opera is called "Do you see what I see?" and in it, Cora intends to test the naked eye 
of the spectator, in his purity, to feed his fantasy and stimulate his point of view. Artists have always 
played with their eyes: just as Rembrandt secretly stared at anyone who admired his works through the 
eyes of his painted characters. So every artist feels ahead of himself the eyes of the public and is           
accustomed to act, to think, to imagine and to build his own work with this look in mind. The same       
artisticartistic process lives on the presence of the spectator and is based on it: without this two-way               
correspondence Art would not exist. In the work created by Cora, the colours, the forms, the              
methodology of artistic research become a game, in which we can wrap and involve the viewer and 
then include him in a complete way in the making, in the being of the work itself. Lucio Fontana with 
the Spatialist Movement and the series of the Settings (from 'Energy Sources' of 1961 to 'Space Wall' 
of 1968) once again entangled the viewer in confused and labyrinthine paths, forcing him to a               
rreflection not only on himself, but also on the space of existence. Contrary to popular belief, art has 
never been 'static'. And the artists have never called an inert and silent spectator to admire his own 
works. Cora paints what she sees and feels, through bright shapes and colours. Lines and circles           
intertwine to become a composition, within which, lies a mysterious meaning that the viewer is intent 
on discovering.

“The artist is not the only one to carry out the creative act, as the viewer establishes the contact      
between the work and the outside world decoding and interpreting its deep determinations and 

adding in this way his own contribution to the creative process”
(Marcel Duchamp)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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Darder is a self-taught Belgian artist who is currently living in Bruges. She started painting as a full 
time activity in 2019.  Her work, based on expressive freedom and instinct, is heavily influenced by 
various elements that belong to spiritualism, astrology, empathy and mysticicism. It is the world of 
unseen forces and intangible energies that inspires Darder’s surreal compostions, often characterised 
by the presence of evanescent fragments and pieces of dreams. It is a form of painting which explores 
the human oniric dimension as part of a higher form of consciousness: in the artist’s vision, while we 
arare sleeping, we can have access to a separate subconscious life where our deepest desires, fears and 
feelings emerge to become living entities. In the work titled “The Dreamer”, the young lady in the     
picture seems to look at things from a distance, never apart but partially detached from the                     
external environment and she appers to be floating in a cosmic ideal space which is the one where the 
miracle of imagination happens. In “The Tree of Life” there is a strong reference to the concept of one 
collective consciousness: like the leaves belong to the same plant, in the same way men are the          
componentscomponents of a trascendental awarness with a life of its own. “The Witch” represents the soul which 
speaks to us during the darkest moments, when our essence seems to be more exposed and fragile.      
She is, in other terms, the muse of self expression. The use of watercolours, together with the                
continuous experimentation with various media and techniques, strongly contributes to trasport the 
viewer to a dream-like dimension where the doors of perception are open to unexplored territories.

“Dreams are the seedlings of realities” (James Allen)

Art curator Erika Gravante
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The Tree of Life
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Art is freedom to express itself, today more than ever. There is no single art or trend that artists follow; 
on the contrary, every single artist nowadays creates his own personal art, his own style that                
distinguishes him from all the others, who came before or who will come after him.
NowNow more than ever, we feel the need for freedom. Above all freedom to express ourselves. And art for 
artists is their way of expressing themselves, of talking to others about themselves, often about their 
most intimate part. The work of art was born from the interior of the artist to then become, through the 
artistic medium, something real and concrete, capable of expressing itself independently of its creator.
AndAnd so the works of the young Spanish artist David Ortiz Fuertez are, in which he infuses the beauty 
and magic of his art, which they then transmit to who observe them. The works presented here are a 
perfect representation of the artist's style and his ability to create something extremely unique.
InIn the works entitled "Cielo de Colores" and "Summer Time" the source of inspiration for the artist is 
the color itself, how this is capable of creating magical landscapes and atmospheres, especially in the 
summer. In summer, in fact, the sky is filled with colors capable of giving positive energy and joy of life, 
as in the first work. Instead, in the second work, the reference to the magical atmosphere created by 
vivid colors, which is created by the sea on a summer evening, is clear. The technique used by David 
allows him to obtain, through the use of spatulas, a blur of colors that makes them even softer and as 
ifif they were pervaded by the hot and humid summer breeze. Instead the works entitled "Oasis" and 
"Rhapsody" are characterized by the choice of the most intense shades of colors and the most              
energetic and impactful technique used. In the first work David gives us a very personal vision of an 
oasis, made of cheerful, bright and fun colors. The technique used here gives a sense of movement:      
the dense modeling paste used to create the background creates a layer of roughness and the final red 
sketch makes the gaze move across the entire canvas. The second work is instead very different from 
allall the others, unique. Here David has used many different tools and techniques combined with each 
other, which manage to create colors, textures and shapes on the canvas. The inspiration of the work, 
as can be understood from the title, comes from the famous Queen song and the canvas transmits all 
the strength and energy that the song also transmits to anyone who listens to it. The last work                  
presented is entitled "Happy" and it is a part of a series of paintings that speaks of emotions: the        
emotions that have an extremely important meaning for David in his life. Happiness is perhaps the 
mostmost important of the emotions in anyone's life. A happy moment is in fact able to make you see             
everything around you under an aura of positivity and this inevitably attracts only other positive 
things. The central writing lights up on the canvas and emerges from it thanks to the red background 
on which it stands out.

Art curator Silvia Grassi
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“If I could say it in words there would be no reason to paint”
(Edward Hopper)

FerFerro (Fernando Rial Dominguez) is a Spanish artist whose artistic experience started very early. 
Since childhood, in fact, he began to express himself through art and in particular through abstract 
forms. He is a versatile artist, who paints on all kinds of materials, whether they are mannequins, iron, 
or canvas. Colour is his most important means of expression. For him, represents harmony,                
compatibility and balance. In painting the importance of colour has different connotations. It was used 
to amplify the light, as Magritte and Turner show; to express drama as the impressionist culture tells 
us;us; for the perspective representations as the cubism with Picasso shows us; to express mood, noise 
and movement. "Querencia" is made up of a number of bright and shiny colored shapes. These, vary 
from large to small, staggered and irregular to create the illusion of a tunnel whose dizzying                
perspective unfolds as they head towards the vanishing point in its center. This work conveys an effect 
of vitality, whose forms have usurped the role of lines, suggesting a totally abstract reading of the 
work. Looking at this work, the observer’s mind instinctively looks for signs of rhythm in order to try 
to give a spatial sense to the image. The elusive shapes cto give a spatial sense to the image. The elusive shapes create movement, tones and colours, give rise 
to the ride on the roller coaster. In it, the artist’s intent is to provoke mainly deep optical illusions, 
movement, through the appropriate combination of particular abstract subjects and exploiting the 
colour. Victor Vasarely, a Hungarian artist and founder of the Optical art movement, uses this impulse 
in his works to create an impression of movement by combining graduated squares and sequential      
colours. These bring the eye in and through the image with increasing and decreasing acceleration.

“Art is a line around your thoughts”
(Gustav Klimt)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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Florie is essentially a researcher, she goes to discover simple shapes, balanced colors, hidden         
meanings. Exploring the world through a careful and inquiring gaze is what puts the artist into action. 
In her artistic work Florie tries to reach the balance between random signs and real forms, between 
shadows and lights, between instinct and reflection. Her work is certainly not realistic but in fact forms 
of a phenomenal reality are represented which in some way, however, refers to a less real dimension. 
Observing Florie's work means getting in touch with one's memory, investigating memories to               
rediscoverrediscover the places where we have already seen the figures portrayed by the artist.
Florie's artistic work brings to mind the works of the famous painter Benedetta Cappa Marinetti,         
her painting is in fact characterized by soft and balanced colors, in it there is dynamism and freedom, 
just as happens in Florie's art. Let yourself be carried away by the almost perpetual movement of the 
lines, by the delicate nuances of the colors, and yet finding balance like what exists between curved 
and straight lines, between light and dark, is what we should do before Florie's work.

"Balance itself is good" (Haruki Murakami)

Art curator Vanessa Viti
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Francisca's artistic work is a concentrate of strength, magnetism and spirituality. The energy that      
creates deep bonds between nature, human soul and cosmos are represented in the work in an excellent 
way. If the emotion does not have real and tangible forms, Francisca manages to shape it through real 
figures. Natural elements that emanate freshness and purity, develop from the bottom upwards,        
meeting and enveloping a human figure that becomes the meeting point between heaven and earth,      
between finite and infinite. The work, without any doubt, is the result of a great internal and external 
researesearch, it is a work imbued with awareness, harmony and balance between the elements.
Francisca creates a work poised between the real and the surreal, it appears as the memory of a 
dream, and this is why it undoubtedly refers to the works of surrealist artists, in particular to Magritte. 
In fact, the artist questions the existence of humanity, through an impersonal realism that leads to      
ambiguous and dreamlike settings, characteristics that we find in Francisca's painting.
Definitively, her work immerses the viewer in an atmosphere of peaceful balance, of subdued silence 
that causes, within us, the noise of questions seeking answers.

Art curator Vanessa Viti
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“I dream of painting and then I paint my dream”
(Vincent Van Gogh)

GGregory Menard is a self-taught artist who currently resides in Providence, Rhode Island.                     
His technique can be considered mixed, as the artist works mainly with acrylics, spray paints, markers 
and collages with mixed media. His style is a mixture of graffiti, abstract art and pop art. From a 
graphic point of view, Gregory places importance on the individual elements that make up the work. 
The artist elaborates the studies of the pop current, reinterpreting it in abstract form. In "Blueprints 
for Wifey", the first impression is being in front of a female face, where every single part is small work 
itself.itself.  For Gregory, it’s not important the work in its entirety, but every element that composes it.       
The work sets different plans and represents a multiplicity of points of view. In doing so, the artist 
makes the viewer a «total» representation of the subject. The impact of Roy Lichtenstein in his works 
is certainly strong, whose varied world seems to want to communicate joy with the full and bright       
colours, the shiny surfaces.  Roy Lichtenstein, the comic book artist, who made this simple but effective 
tool the center of his art, leading exponent, along with Andy Warhol, the artist of the works in series, 
ofof Pop Art. Pop art was born in the second half of the twentieth century and is called so because it      
derives from the English term "popular art". In the contemporary world, dominated by the consumer 
society, Pop Art considers the concept of art as outdated as an expression of 'interiority and                   
instinctiveness, typical of 'Informal' and 'Abstract Expressionism. Pop artists, use the images of TV, 
cinema, advertising, consumer products or common use, the characters of cinema and television,    
elaborating them with pictorial techniques or with sculpture. Gregory in his work reviews these        
concepts, learning from the greatest artists of the time.

“For me, painting is a way to forget life. It is a cry in the night, a strangled laugh” 
(Georges Rouault)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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“I paint objects as I think them, not as I see them”(Pablo Picasso)

HennaHenna Vienola is a Finnish visual artist and currently lives in Milan. She studied at the Helsinki Art 
School and then continued her studies in Italy, where she graduated in Fine Arts at the Libera             
Accademia. She is an artist of abstract poetics; she creates with her canvas a space in which she        
experiences the use of painting and other materials. Assembly is an artistic form, which is part of the 
visual arts. It is one of the most used expressive techniques in the 20th century and presents the faculty 
to join, freely and in the same place, the materials of nature, of different eras and countries. The aim 
isis to achieve both formal and semantic coherence. Space, in assembly, does not exert any 'syntax', does 
not impose any principle of order, and no point of view appears privileged, since every trait wants to 
be equally impressive. This technique is consistent with abstract art, an artistic movement that was 
born in the early years of the twentieth century, whit Kandinsky abandoning the figure and where the 
colour assumes full dignity and expressive meaning. In the works of Henna the observer can, therefore, 
witness the fusion of two artistic currents, which have been particularly marked over the centuries.
In Behind, Glory or Lady, we can see textured brushstrokes that conceal abstract faces and depictions 
of natural elements, such as trees. This vision favours the expressive function of matter in itself.
The use of traditional colours, alongside the use of different materials, such as gold paper in the case 
of Henna, give an active and autonomous role to their body, deeply changing the traditional concep-
tion of the work.

“The Brain is larger than Heaven” (Emily Dickinson)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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“The secret to so many artists living so long is that every painting is a new adventure” 
(Norman Rockwell)

Jackie Cress is an artist who was born and raised in the small seaside town on Santa Cruz, California.
BeingBeing surrounded by so much beauty and art since he was child, he soon decided that his dream was 
to become an artist. After graduating at the Instute of Industrial Design in 2010, he started to work in 
different creative fields and especially in drawing caricatures. By depicting eclectic and charming 
characters through a peculiar use of irony and adding his personal touch,he has the extraordinary     
capability of “charging” the subjects of symbolic meanings and evocative enigmatic elements.
SimilarlySimilarly to what happens with theatre masks, especially the ones used in comedies, where the         
character is often reflected by the deformation of shapes, Jackie explores and investigates the psyche 
and deep emotional side of people. Not always the caricature is aimed at showing the ugliness or at    
exaggerating the defects and imperfections, but sometimes the purpose is to highlight those physical, 
intellectual and behavioral features that contribute to the uniqueness of the represented human being, 
his or her friendly and empathetic aspects, feelings and way to interact. This becomes apparent in the  
hehere exhibited portrait titled “Ollie” where we can notice a deep and attentive psychological             
penetration. Making fun of someone sometimes helps at putting people at the same equal level,            
regardless their social,economical or cultural background: thanks to Jackie and his sensitivity we can 
see and appreciate the man behind the face, his story and his feelings and we become increasingly      
curious of getting to know him better. Ollie looks like a burly and wiseacre, know-it-all man but his 
complexities and contradictions are delicately and wisely softened by the artist through the use of      
colours that tend  to sweeten the harshness of traits.

Art curator Erika Gravante
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Art has always been synonymous with research, that is, research of places, emotions, ideas to tell and 
still research of styles and techniques. Contemporary art plays a fundamental role in the search for 
techniques, artists today are able to experiment with ever new and different means. In this context,    
Jacqueline's work opens the way, in fact she lands on pouring art. The artist creates an intense work, 
not only of colors and dynamism, but also of images. In fact, the viewer is faced with a totally abstract 
work, but at the same time we are able to see a series of images, each time different. Jacqueline's idea 
isis precisely to give the viewer a new vision every time they encounter her work. The colors used refer 
a lot to nature, the green of the forests, the yellow of the desert, in a continuous movement like what 
the earth does. Certainly Jacqueline's artistic work and the technique used find inspiration in            
Pollock's action painting, where the gesture of the artist is the fundamental act for the success of the 
work, the movement of the artist's hand creates the work and it is same artwork. Ultimately,                 
Jacqueline's art is vibration and energy, impressed on the work and which come into contact with the 
whole. 

Art curator Vanessa Viti
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The explosive and extremely saturated use of colours of the American painter Jane Gottlieb                   
immediately establishes a direct dialogue with Pop Art, from which she seems to draw her major and 
more evident inspiration. At the same time this is true only formally and technically. Jane, instead of 
using as her subjects the main products of the growing consumerism of the late 1950s, she chooses a 
complete different spectrum of objects for her canvas, travelling and playing with the time-line and the 
geographic spaces. Once we can fly to Egypt and contemplate through her fleshy lens the Great          
PyramidPyramid of Giza and once we can simply relax by the swimming pool side. Once we can observe a 
glimpse of a quiet neighbourhood and once again we, as viewers, are placed on a balcony in front of 
an intangible and undefined horizon which invites us to reflect on what the balcony is facing to, or 
maybe what we, in first person, would like face. Therefore the artist’s work represents an interesting 
challenge for the viewer to play and create with his own imagination, creating stories and sceneries 
within an almost surrealistic and altered representation of the world.

Art curator Cecilia Terenzoni
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“Each new day is the only one that I really have”
(Jason F. Chance)

InIn the Jason Chance’s artworks, the human being’s stories are told, in order to pay tribute to them and 
to connect with other individuals who could have experienced similar situations. When he discovered 
his passion for art, the artist made his style completely distinctive from others’ ones. The colors are 
spread on their pureness on the canvas, juxtaposed one to another: in this way, the projection of light 
beams is being made, and the colors’ fusion is followed by the observer’s view. The combination          
between different drops of paint is combined with the aim to create an optic and sensorial merging. 
TheThe sign becomes a directional brushstroke, which often wraps on itself or it follows the figures, or 
once again it unfolds in a light-color union. As the different tones’ combination, forms and lines could 
influence in a whole new way the observer’s soul, causing several kinds of feelings. The radius         
chromatic traits in the backgrounds reflect and make in evidence the portraits, made with a geometric 
and almost cubistic manner. The face’s representation shows a succession of phases going from            
realism to idealization, as well as from stylization of signs to their expressionistic transformation. 
EvenEven the draw tends to be essential, but the willingness to express emotions and feelings is still vivid. 
In the space represented there is a bidimensional integration between the forms and the background.
Whereas in Taking It All In the subject is wrapped in a serenity and calmness condition given by the 
chromatic closeness of the numerous traits, in Watching My Country Burn shines on faces both the 
pain and anxiety, showing the current state of mind of a great nation as the United States. He wanted 
to point out the confusion and outrage that he saw. The artwork is strengthened by the lines originated 
by the characters’ meeting. The central point of the picture is given by the two glances tinted in blue 
and red, which look carefully at the observer. In A New Day the face form is underlined by unique 
blackblack traits which create simple and geometric signs around it. The composition is conditioned by the 
uniform and rhythmic distribution of the tones and colors’ contrasts.

Art curator Alessia Perone
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Joanna Ostrowska (art name JoArtee) is a Polish artist with an immense interest in the realization of 
artworks in which a clear and powerful image emerges, not only for the colors used, but also strongly 
pigmented tones issued by UV paint. The use of this material overwhelms not only Joanna, but also 
and especially those who observe her artworks. From the tones full of vivacity, the observer takes from 
them optimism, positive energy and happiness. Another of the crucial point of her artworks is the 
desire of stimulating the imagination, as well as a potentially visual and sensorial process.
TheThe pigments issued by the UV produce several lights’ reflection during the daylight; while, in the dark 
of the night, the artworks reveal a composition completely different and unique in its genre: it is         
emphasized an expressive structure “in movement”, as much as that the image takes life. Another key 
aspect inside her style is the constant and the great passion for the sea and the surrounding                   
environment. As for instance in Avatar Demo: an apparently unusual figure, reflects all its radiance 
through the natural light, causing a beautiful illusion of a fish just caught. 
InIn Dilo Dreamer, an intense mixture is being created which is significant and attractive. The image, as 
it was a sea anemone, is animated and dynamic, and the attention has a chromatic value much more 
present. In Our Ocean prevails the vivid interest in the maritime environment: the observer is             
submerged in the depths of abyss, and with a bit of imagination he/she could admire a rich variety of 
animals and water plants, exactly as in the utopic Atlantic. The artist helps the observer to understand 
the oceans, seas and unexplored seabed, to look for and preserve possible and amazing animals          
belongedbelonged to another life’s age, which revive themselves through the colored and UV bright lights. 

“The sea its everything! Its breath is pure and healthy. It is the carrier of a marvelous life: it is life 
and movement. The sea is the great nature’s life basin. Here an endless peace reign. 

Live in the sea! Only there one is free”
(Jules Verne, 20,000 leagues under the sea)

Art curator Alessia Perone
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“He is an analog man in a digital world” (Kent Jones)

KanaKana Hawa is a young Japanese artist who expresses his creativity through the use of an app that 
allows him to reflect his imaginary world and to amplify it. Whilst painting is usually material and     
tactile and contents are revealed by adding a substance , which is colour, in his works Kana makes a 
continuous act of addition and subtraction; he puts and removes details where the matter seems to be 
more intrusive than the analog colours because, paradoxically, the pixels weight more than the tubes 
of paint and the powders. The artist, by modifying the technological reality, investigates new technical 
possibilitiespossibilities of experimentation and generates innovative perceptive landscapes by applying various 
visual effects. Through the digital medium, Kana is capable of creating a cycle of interactive nature 
which needs to develop new relationships with the users. The modern technology has significantly 
transformed the traditional arts by attributing to them brand new interconnective forms that transcend 
the usual “action-reaction” response between the man and the machine. We do not have the                   
instruments to immediately perceive and notice this, but behind each Kana’s artwork a numeric code 
lieslies hidden the surface. This intriguing and mysterious aspect of his compositions is something that 
offers the viewer the possibility of interpreting and seeing the world with an alternative perspective 
and a different reading key. This tireless research for uncommon and cryptic ways of expression is a 
sign of a soul which is projected into the future and which is constant movement and evolution.

Art curator Erika Gravante
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“The brushstrokes on canvas were done bravely, without thinking about where these traits            
were taking me” (Karma)

Karma’s artworks come from her subconsciousness and sensorial feelings. Throughout her artistic 
career, she recognized that the making of a painting could be therapeutic and healing: for this reason, 
the aim of her artworks is to share with the observer the positive energy arising from her canvas.
TheThe artist uses everyday objects in addition to normal materials, among them toothpicks, sponges, 
napkins and much more. Each detail has multiple functions and can make a difference in the making 
of a great artwork. Exactly as in Path Light: through this abstract painting, Karma expresses the idea 
of a road, probably isolated, which leads the observer to the epicenter so bright of his/her life, as a way 
out from every kind of habits, discomfort and much more.  The light beam sparks from the center of the 
artwork to the outside, in a way to attract, focus and activate a kind of observer’s soul purification.  
AllAll the brightness has a symbolic meaning: it means hope and vitality, helping everyone not to get lost 
in his/her own oblivion. Moreover, it appears that the brushstrokes starting from the middle up to the 
canvas borders, emphasizing the bright path and giving with those distinctive traits from azure to a 
deep purple, which gives a sense of harmony and serenity.

Art curator Alessia Perone
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“The soul, fortunately, has an interpreter - often an unconscious but still a faithful interpreter - in 
the eye” (Charlotte Brontë)

Kate Glowinski is contemporary artist who was born and raised in Russia.
AfterAfter graduating at the art school, at the age of 23 she decided to move to New York City,where she 
currently lives. In order to purse the American dream , Kate started to work for the movie sector,        
creating the magic that we see on TV. In parallel, she kept cultivating her true personal passion,      
painting. Her work derives from a combination of her love for both street art and classical paintings 
and the result is a unique melting pot of different and distant influences and genres.

Kate Glowinski



In her powerful and striking images, the eyes of the subjects are mirrors of their soul that reflect the 
artist’s perspective and vision of the world, often including themes such as the role of women, their 
strength and impact on our society. The continuos experimentation in the use of colours and various 
techniques is part of Kate’s journey towards a new expressive language where the faces are a way to 
depict emotions. Every vibrant brush-stroke represent a feeling that the canvas is ready to accept and 
include, and each of her character’s glances carries a story to be told and a burden to be released.
  Her portraits combine realism to a partial will of softening strokes, establishing a state of delicate     
uncertainty and a suspended dream-like atmosphere. In particular, the two exhibited artworks are a 
powerful,but at the same time discreet,scream  of freedom and pride which reminds us the complexity 
of being a woman and the universal fascination of being the cradle of the miracle of life.

Kate Glowinski
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Ken Blakemore’s art is purely abstract, especially in the use of pure forms without any limitation 
within the canvas, in which each detail freely emerges. The chromatic aspect is fundamental in the     
observer’s visual perception, in who an emotional process is being triggered.  The color’s symbolism 
and expressivity is at the center of the scene: they inspired the artist to evaluate the use of other means, 
considering for instance the paint with a tone of an acrylic egg and much more.
InIn The Circle & The Square those geometric shapes could be considered diametrically, but together 
they surely show unity and proportion. The circle represents the convergence and the interconnection, 
while the square means the stability. Two very different forms which come together to represent the 
life’s balance. The technique used is the acrylic together with several layers of epoxies resin.                
Everything has shaped a dimensional quality in both the figures. Moreover, the artist wanted to create 
a marked contrast and vivacity in the tones, using nuances as the black and the red, strong and bold 
colors.colors. The work, overall, shows a relations among space, extension and deepness, displaying the lines 
in different shapes in order to make the lines’ placement shine.

Art curator Alessia Perone
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“Nature is not only all that is visible to the eye… it also includes the inner pictures of the soul”
(Edvard Munch)

Kristy Lee is an abstract contemporary artist, she lives in Orlando, Florida.
Her practice as an artist is constantly evolving, she loves to explore the complexity of her mind to 
create. Her art, full of shapes and colours, conveys beauty and emotion to the observer. 
WWomen are an important part of her artistic practice. They are represented strong and powerful.       
They are no longer weak and helpless creatures, but they transmit all the force of nature that they      
contain within themselves. Kristy’s women masters of themselves, free from every chain and               
convention of society. We can found the same strength in the art of Egon Schiele, (1890-1918) who 
lived between two eras: the belle époque and the Great War. Her life and her painting have always    
analyzed the very complex relationship with women. At the center of her art we can often find the 
nakednaked female figure, defined by strong and well-defined traits. Both intend to express through the      
subject a proper concept of beauty. The women of Schiele attract and repel the spectator, at the same 
time, who remains enchanted and cannot take his eyes off the sad eroticism of these female figures.    
For Kristy, they embody the only ideal of beauty and purity, in which the observer can get lost in.
She is free from specific styles, her art changes day after day, and this makes her every work special. 
The use of colour is very incisive in her work: "The performer". The effect of the details in pastel co-
lours, affects the white face and the black background. A very strong chromatic choice that is             
completely different from the conventional one of the pale pink complexion.
For Kristy, art means freedom to create without boundaries and end with a product of its own, original 
and different, that nourishes her soul.

“Creativity takes courage”
(Henri Matisse)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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“The voice of the sea speaks to the soul. The touch of the sea is sensuous, enfolding the body             
in its soft, close embrace” (Kate Chopin)

LeenaLeena Fredriksson is a Helsinki based artist, designer, trend specialist, and art educator who received 
her MA from the University of Art and Design Helsinki in 2005. Leena is finalizing her second         
Master's degree in art education at Aalto University School of Arts, Design and Architecture.          
Leena works as a designer and trend specialist at Kuudes, an insight-driven design consultancy.        
She is also the creator of Momolu, an original, design-led character brand. Leena’s career as an artist 
is at the core of her hybrid professionalism. She will be exhibited at art fairs in Luxembourg and New 
York.York. Her paintings can be found in several private collections in Europe. “Cumulus” and “Solina” 
paintings are part of her archipelago series: her memories, experiences and feelings from her trips to 
the nature of the archipelago that she loves. Opposites can be seen and felt in also both of these            
rapresentations. 

Leena Fredriksson



The sea is one of those elements of nature that particularly fascinates the spirit of romantics.
With its depths, its mysteries, its nuances it lends itself to be used as a metaphor on the most varied 
subjects and for Leena it is her first source of inspiration for her canvas. What is simpler and more 
complex than a sky covered by clouds that meets this sea, giving emotions of a childhood.
“Cumulus”“Cumulus” speaks about a story where in a hole found in a rock  there was a small seawater pond 
whose surface reflects the clear blue sky with some beautiful clouds. The Seaside and its fresh breeze 
were a youth memory that brought Leena to create "solina". These elements are represented by             
delicate soft colours but intense and instinctive brush strokes. Finally, the artist found her way to put 
her soul into her paintings mainly thanks to picturesque landscapes that only the timeless Finnish 
countrieside could offer.

Art curator Erika Gravante
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Women must always remember who they are, and what they are capable of. They should not be 
afraid to cross the endless fields of irrationality, and not even to remain suspended on the stars,        
at night, leaning on the balcony of the sky. They must not be afraid of the darkness that engulfs 
things, because that darkness frees a multitude of treasures. That darkness that they, free,                

disheveled and proud, know as no man will ever know"
(Virginia Woolf)

WWomen have always been the real hidden engine that makes the world go round. Their intelligence, 
sensitivity and beauty shock the minds of admired men. And women are the undisputed protagonists of 
the works of the artist Lika Ramati. She, a strong and independent woman, pays homage to other 
women with the beauty, magic and above all the expressive power of her works.
WWe, women, in this very difficult period in the history of humanity, who have to give the example of how 
to behave to protect one another. We must be the revolution: just as Lika tells us in her work entitled 
“Be Revolution”. The woman, represented by Lika becomes a symbol of how only women, with a 
proud and confident glance, know how to face every difficulty, to be stronger than everything that      
surrounds us. In fact, in the work the woman seems to detach herself from what is around her and 
emerge, to go towards the observer. Throughout the history of the world, women have always had to 
fightfight for what was right to them; sometimes they have had to transgress sexist and antiquated rules in 
order for society to renew itself. With the title of her, “Breaking the Rules”, Lika also reminds us this, 
in which the protagonist shows herself proud and victorious, crossing a curtain.
The work "Warrior of Light" also shows us the strength of women, their desire to fight, to be fighters 
for a bright present and future. Here Lika chooses precisely the gold color, as the dominant shade of 
the work: this color is in fact normally associated with sunlight, an intense light, capable of              
transmitting heat and strength. In the work entitled "Gaya", the features and clothing of the woman 
represented are very reminiscent of a queen of warrior women of ancient legends: women of             
overwhelming beauty, ready to do anything to fight in what they believe in. Thanks to the technique 
usedused by the artist, it almost seems that the woman has just stopped crying, but this will absolutely not 
stop her: you can see it in her eyes. In the last work presented instead, "Primavera", Lika gives us an 
absolute representation of female beauty, which is the only one able to compete with the beauty of a 
flower that is born in spring, and its sweetness, which pervades everything. which has the privilege of 
being close to her.

Art curator Silvia Grassi
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“Great art picks up where nature ends”
(Marc Chagall)

LineLine Lubin is a French artist who expresses herself, through drawing, photography and dancing.       
Recently she discovered and experimented the digital art that allows her to create, communicate and 
share her emotions. She creates mainly abstract drawings, with shapes, reliefs and colours. Her work 
focuses on different software capable of obtaining intensity, matter and depth. Her artistic journey 
began in 2016, when her life changed and she found in art a means of expression and liberation, joy 
and hope. She mainly uses graphics and digital painting to create and give emotions. 
DigitalDigital Art is a young artistic practice, which has given a way to rediscover in art a new wave of        
surrealism, metaphysics, fantasy. This type of painting allows the addition of the matter of colours to 
realize its contents. With Digital Art, we obtain the work by adding or removing images previously cre-
ated, whose painting is material, almost more intrusive than analogical colours such as acrylics, oils, 
tempera. The famous artist, Andy Warhol, was the first to create works of digital art using one of the 
first computers around, an old "Commodore Amiga" in New York, back in 1985. In her works, Line is 
constantlyconstantly looking for balance of colours, lights, shadows and multiple forms, going beyond the         
barriers of language. Her intent is to create a unique bond with the audience to arouse immediate 
emotions. Her abstract creations are able to offer the viewer an infinite number of possibilities, which 
is immediately overwhelmed by the spectacularity of light effects. An explosion of life, energy and pure 
charge, that give art that contemporary nature of digital art. The viewer seems to be struck by a very 
strong beam of light, enough to remain motionless and hypnotized.

“To create one’s own world takes courage”
(Georgia O’Keeffe)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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“Each artist soaks his brush inside his own soul and depicts his own nature in his image”
(Henry Ward Beecher)

The creativity has always caught the fantasy and curious soul of the artist Lisa Cockington.
Having had always a positive mindset, she believes in a more equal and sympathetic world, putting 
aside the desolation and desperation, emphasizing love, light and joy.
AttractedAttracted by extraordinary fresh forms and colors, the artist’s technique to represent the vegetable 
world calls back the artworks of ancient artists, as the myriad flowers in The Spring of Botticelli or 
Monet’s waterlilies famous paintings. Lisa observes and reproduces this realty which is so natural and 
precious to understand and preserve it. Her style encloses fantasy and invention, in order to allow to 
the mind to interact with the unknown and infinity possibilities for a better universe. Her artworks      
explore the combination between light and darkness, night and day, and the industrial oppression 
againstagainst omnipresent nature. While our daily life develops quickly out from the natural environment, 
the nostalgia for this one is constantly increasing. For this reason, the artist doesn’t rely on a color, 
form or harmony, but also on the symbolic importance, depicting different typologies of flowers to 
trasmitt emotions and positive thoughts. In Night Vision, the hope emerges from those who search for 
it. The vivid colors of the floral theme come together with the white points, as stars in a night sky.
Thought an almost geometric composition, with The Concrete Jungle the significant aspect is found in 
the force of nature which will always be the winner in front of whatever thing man can build.
While the heat of the day fades at the sunset, the harmonious blooms of the Electric Fields continue to 
sing in the evening coolness. These artworks with the delicate figures of the characters, who are 
almost feminine, they go far beyond the representation of flora. The brushstrokes make the shapes of 
the flowers and the light’s endless tones capture the essence of them.

Art curator Alessia Perone
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“The main thing is to be moved, to love, to hope, to tremble, to live”
(Auguste Rodin)

LucaLuca De Martino (unaseriedicosequaderni) is a Neapolitan artist, who was able to grasp the positive 
sides of lockdown: to keep the city and its magical and most hidden places all for himself, without the 
noise of the city and the crowd. An intimate and deep tête-à-tête seen with solitary eyes. The artist, 
that, during his career, has experimented with different forms of art has ventured with digital art and 
more specifically in the creation of a photocomposition video, based on the fading assembly of photos 
on multiple levels of transparency. "Poetical views assembly" is a journey that the artist proposes to 
thethe viewer in the city of Naples, a modern and undoubtedly different vision. A Naples never seen, empty 
and pure in its pristine beauty. In the video there are 28 photographic compositions, the same number 
of the lunar phases, due to the motion of the Moon’s revolution and its consequent cyclical change of 
position relative to the Earth and the Sun. The artist, with this innovative and complete technique, 
manages to give the viewer an unprecedented city in which everyone, usually, moves in search of           
experiences to live between beauty and history, in a unique place in the world. The city, a place of 
meetings,meetings, relationships and exchanges, changes, contradictions and past magnitudes, is seen in a        
different perspective of the artist, as an empty city and ideal city. Urban landscapes for De Martino 
are solitary suburbs without human presence, where the bright colours denote his state of mind and 
enhance the beauty of those places. Lonely and deserted squares, alleys, shopping streets,                
neighbourhoods of the “Napoli bene”, overlapping in unique compositions, placed to symbolize the 
desire of the artist of cohesion of the city and unity.

“If you ask me what I came to do in this world, I, an artist, will answer you: I am here to live           
out loud” (Émile Zola)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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It’s time to leave the negativity behind and start living our lives fully. The best way is through art, 
thanks to its ability to transcend reality. With her art, the Spanish artist Luisa Barba manages to           
populate the world of characters, she has reinterpreted in her absolutely unique portrait style.            
Her characters come to life under his brushes, tell their story through the canvases. The character 
chosen by Luisa for this moment, in which it is necessary to be stronger and fight than ever, is Kratos. 
In Greek mythology he is the one who represents the power of dominion, the one who subjugates and 
imposesimposes himself on his opponents: therefore, a character symbol of strength par excellence, who allied 
himself with his brothers with Zeus in the fight against the Titans. This myth is even taken up in a very 
famous playful video saga, from which Luisa takes up the character's physiognomy. The choice of 
colors used by the artist is very significant of the message she wants to convey. A portrait, entirely in 
black and white, is broken by points of color, that take on a symbolic meaning. First of all the red: the 
red strip that the videogame character tattoos on the skin, from the head to the left arm, in honor of his 
bbrother that he had to abandon. Therefore, a symbol of an unbreakable bond that will forever remain 
on the skin and that will give him all the strength to fight his battles.
Like all of us, especially in this last period, we have understood the importance of the people we have 
next to us and how much strength we really need to face the adversities we face.

Art curator Silvia Grassi
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If we approach the work of Luz Sanchez we can clearly see an analogy with the Jackson Pollock’s 
‘dripping’. In her piece “Estalla la Noche”, Sanchez depicts a nocturnal setting, although it is not       
immediately clear its temporal circumstance. This nightly environment is evoked from the dress of the 
girl – the protagonist of the canvas – and not from the background in which she is placed. In fact, if we 
let ourselves immersed in the colours’ dress, we can notice that they are an interpretation of the effects 
of the streetlights that illuminate the dark streets of the city. At the same time, Luz’s work recalls also 
thethe style of Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, the famous portraitist of ‘people in the night’; just as he does, 
Sanchez uses her art as a means to investigate people’s soul too, revealing their essence. Moreover, an-
other similitude with Toulouse-Lautrec is the centrality of the figure that ‘leaves behind’ the back-
ground, which becomes almost an accessor

Luz Sanchez



The interesting element of Sanchez’s poetics is also the connection with literature and a more              
conceptual way of painting. For example in “Fugaz a la Ninez” the direct reference is an escape back 
to childhood. This journey is represented by the artist through the depiction of a woman holding a few 
balloons, symbol of youth. The theme of childhood is a recurring theme among artists, primarily for 
Giovanni Pascoli who wrote about a return to childhood as a form of evasion from the society where 
he perceived himself as a stranger. Therefore, the intention of Sanchez is to remind us, as adults, that 
inin each of us there will always be that child that should not be repressed but instead encouraged to 
emerge, looking positively and spontaneously at life. The bright colours of the balloons and of the        
surrounding make that childlike dimension even more acute, evoking a feeling of happiness and       
lightness. Therefore, Luz Sanchez, through her multiple languages, sensible to the formal technique 
but also to the pensive experience the paintings can offer, is able to create a unique and eclectic style, 
aesthetically reflective. 

Art curator Cecilia Terenzoni
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“Every artist dips his brush in his own soul, and paints his own nature into his pictures”
(Henry Ward Beecher)

MałgorzataMałgorzata Palczewska is a Polish architect and painter since she was a young lover of drawing and 
painting. She is a versatile artist, fascinated by subtle lines, through which she reproduces reality in 
her paintings. One of her characteristics is in fact to paint spaces, buildings, roads, bridges,              
combining lines and colour. With the latter, the artist is able to give depth to her environments,               
referring to the so-called aerial perspective, a term coined by Leonardo da Vinci, a pictorial technique 
that consists in marking the depth of space through the progressive gradation of colours and contours. 
SomeSome artistic currents have estimated that the aerial perspective is reduced exclusively or mainly to 
the chromatic perspective, that it is the predominance of the colours whose depth is given by the           
intensity of the same colour, like in the work realized from the artist "Sea", whose infinite horizon is 
rendered through the almost total undoing of blue. Since the Renaissance, artists have used the aerial 
perspective together with the Brunelleschi perspective, more geometric and made of mathematical 
rules aimed to bring back reality. Malgorzata uses both, capturing the truest reality and giving it that 
abstractabstract touch, as in "Fire" or "Linies", where lines and colours are simultaneously contour and           
subject of the work. Everything for the artist is inspired by the search for the concept of beauty,              
elegance and harmony of the composition. She wants to give beauty, making art stimulating,                  
interesting, sensitive, basically, full of visual and expressive content. A deep art in her complexity.       
The artist in her painting makes the objects with colours increasingly nuanced according to their       
distance, making them clearer than those in the foreground, thus distinguishing the aerial perspective 
ffrom the one of colour, as Leonardo did in the Mona Lisa or in the Virgin of the Rocks. In her canvases 
she experimented with different painting techniques, oil, acrylic, mixed media and watercolours,      
tracing the lines of her soul. 

“Art attracts us only by what it reveals of our most secret self”
(Jean-Luc Godard)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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“A morning, as one of us ran out of black, he used the blue: The Impressionism was born”
(Pierre-Auguste Renoir)

When he chooses a given theme, the visual artist Marek Krumpár wants to underline the light and 
shadow inside the artwork itself. The artist desires to linger and catch, as a camera’s lens, specific 
places and situations, emphasizing the beauty’s fleeting which surrounds the human being. 
AA painting which is so “subjective” that enshrines an everyday objectivity: during a gloomy and rainy 
day, a tram stops waiting its passengers to get out and those who gets in, before moving forward once 
again shrouded in mist. Reminding the Impressionism, in Rainy day Marek tries to depict a fleeting 
moment as it appears at first glance. Moreover, exactly as an impressionist’s painter, this daily view of 
a familiar urban environment appears to be fully carried out en plain air, namely from the outside, in 
a way to closely represent the impression, a technique which shows a view as much as detailed to the 
realreal life.  The contrast between lights and shadows and the intention to mark the atmosphere of the 
moment almost become the major subject of the paining, because everything could change and no 
longer remains as it was. The artwork leaves wide space to the interpretation of the artist himself: 
while he is depicting, he is able to transfer the feelings that he has to the observers.
His insights come through the brushstroke which give the color to the painting, leaving a clear and     
unforgettable mark. 

Art curator Alessia Perone
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“The core of my work is to show a balanced relation among the flat surface, form, color, 
substance and space” (Maria Angelica Viso)

The artwork entitled “Organic Geometries” made by the artist Maria Angelica Viso, is based on the 
relation among the forms. On the surface the color yellow/orange represents the center of gravity from 
where seven different figures originate, suggesting both the rhythm and the illusion of a movement. 
ThThrough the metal and the use of curvy lines, the geometric stiffness is being softened in order to depict 
at its very best, the materials’ refinement and flexibility, which for instance, are completely different 
from the traditional paper, finding in this way a new synergy between the shapes and the tonality’s        
intensity. The principle of the monochrome and its consequent use, in this case, is conceived to involve 
the metal as “object” from which acquires a complete artwork, taking the artist to start thinking about 
new structures. Exactly as in the well-known Spatial Concepts of Lucio Fontana or in the                        
optic-dynamicoptic-dynamic works of Eduarda Emilia Maino (known also as Dadamaino), the artwork’s surface is 
compromised: the phenomenology represents more traits in remark with an oval or circle shapes 
which affects the entire picture area, from the bottom left angle to the upper right apex. As stars in the 
sky, they fluctuate in their color, standing out from outside the structure.  Moreover, it appears an          
unexpected deepness which interacts with the artwork itself, defining constant perceptual variations, 
even taking a three-dimensional shape. The artist represents a balance of volumes wisely made up, 
whewhere the relation between space and figures reach a self-determined autonomy, defining a new visual 
impression together with a contemporary dynamism. 

Art curator Alessia Perone
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“If I create from the heart, almost everything works; if I make from the mind, almost anything. 
I create from my heart” (Marc Chagall)

ForFor the artist Maria Burberry the inspiration can be everywhere: in a simple drawing line, in an          
unexpected meeting or in a happy memory. Life is full of people, feelings, thoughts, happiness and 
sorrow, and in all of that the art is capable of showing the soul of each element. For this reason, the 
theme of Annunciation is being chosen.  In the Paleo-Christian period, the Virgin was seen as the one 
who would have put an end to the time of the “Divine damnation”, which began with the                    
“Original sin”. On this canvas is being depicted the time prior the famous event, acting as a bridge     
betweenbetween the ancient belief of the Archangel Gabriel’s act while he was going to fulfill his duty. 
An angel falls asleep saddened and shaken by his discouragement, while another one comes down 
from the sky to give him a piece of advice and to console him. Around them there is confusion, as a      
turbulence. These angels are intended for descending on the earth, accompanied by ears of wheat 
which are considered symbols of fertility: one of the angels, in fact, will become Mother, the Virgin, to 
love and to bear the suffering. Soon the announce will come, and the saddened angel will lose his 
wings, changing all the surrounding atmosphere. The message will make the life circle to start again, 
whilewhile the sky will take the responsibility to protect forever the Virgin. What is being emphasized in this 
picture it is the use of tones as the red, blue and gold, colors  particularly suitable for underlining the 
royalty and the divine and the sacred bloodline. Moreover, this purple dress of the saddened angel 
(which alludes to the Virgin), would recall Christ’s fate and his tunic worn by himself before the           
crucifixion, when some soldiers decided to take some pieces of it. Probably, getting to know of the 
cruel fate of his son, the angel/the Virgin is saddened, and she tightens her womb trying to protect it, 
as herself was guarded by the sky. 

Art curator Alessia Perone
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“The purpose of art is washing the dust of daily life off our souls”
(Pablo Picasso)

Marie Guetti is a Brazilian artist who has found her life’s purpose in painting.
SheShe discovered art in her mature age, falling madly in love with abstract painting. The affirmation of 
abstract art is nothing more than the logical stage of the evolutionary process of modern pictorial      
philosophy. After the rebellion against academic art, matured in the artistic currents of the nineteenth 
century, the human figure underwent a radical change. From the geometric essentiality of Cézanne, to 
the Expressionist conception of the painting and the elimination of the perspective vision of Cubism.
HavingHaving eliminated the subject and its recognizable figurative representation, abstractionism wanted to 
create a revolutionary artistic language capable of improving the human condition.
AfterAfter the war, abstract painting focused on two currents that took two completely different paths:         
lyrical abstractionism and geometric abstractionism. In Lyric Abstractionism, the expressive and    
symbolic function of colour prevailed, with an emphasis on emotionality. Lyric abstractionism gives 
ample space to the artist’s imagination and personal universe. The term "lyrical" refers to a poetic      
attitude through the use of signs and colours spread on the canvas. Marie Guetti makes of abstract      
language her philosophy of life. Through vague brushstrokes and bright colours, she tells her deepest 
andand inner self, from which her love for art and the world. A palette of warm and cold colours,              
represents moods and particular moments of the artist who needs to communicate her most intimate 
and deepest emotions to the observer.

“Order is the pleasure of reason: but disorder is the delight of imagination”
(Paul Claudel)

Art curator Federica D’Avanzo
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“Without emotional content we make pictures; with it, we create art”
(Gerald Brommer)

MarikaMarika Pentikainen expresses her art through photography, with shots that tell a personal research 
between the emotional connections of the world inside and outside her. Photography is a meeting point 
between the subject and the photographer and at the same time a conflict between the truth of being 
and appearing. As the artist says: "It's very important to me to hear and see my subjects and their 
world and thoughts. I want to bring out things that the subject doesn't know how to dig out of             
themselves. I feel that there is always some kind of mentally stimulating message that subconsciously 
pulsespulses out from deep inside of me in my work ". Marika Pentikainen seeks in her works the deepest 
sense of human nature, but she always leaves the observer a freedom of interpretation that adds other        
meanings to the photographed subject. In this way her art continues to evolve not only during the        
creative process, with the choice of the subject, the background, colors and lights, but also once the 
technical elaboration is finished, leaving her imagination free to express. "My To Unknown:           
HongKong" presents a fairytale atmosphere, an idyllic scenario in which the human figure has a        
centralcentral position. Yet the stillness of the image suggests an imminent transformation: the wrapped body 
seems to suggest the advent of a rebirth, as well as the tree is a symbol of life and the light that            
penetrates the shadows. “The great thing about what I do is that as much as you learn to understand 
people and their environments around the world, you also learn to visualize new things and to grow 
all the time because that is my way of being in the world. Without growing, no new things can be 
born”. The artist's photography teaches us to look at the world with new eyes, capable of grasping    
details that invite the observer to emotional experimentation.

Art curator Elisabetta Scaccia
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  “When I was twelve years old I painted like Raffaello, but I spent all my life to learn to               
paint like a child” (Picasso)

PicassoPicasso said that he wanted to paint like a child on different occasions, freeing himself from the mind 
of an adult. I don’t know if it was the objective of Picasso, but I think that Picasso had the intention to 
paint like a child because he wanted to have a child’s point of view. Similarly, Maya Beck, a Hungarian 
artist, gets away from the traditional and realistic painting to focus on a new concept of art.                     
In her artworks there are deformed faces, their deconstruction and unreal forms. So clearly, she 
doesn’t represent objectively the reality but the artist has to express emotions and feelings through art.  
TheThe bodies of female figures are solid to highlight the volumes and they are the principal subjects of 
her art: each woman has her role in the paintings of Maya. Maya loves everything that surrounds her, 
she has a will to live and a way to act that thrills all the people around her, especially those who are 
lucky enough to admire her artworks. Her paintings express her positivity and passion, using strong 
colours, creating decisive and well-defined brushwork. They are similar to children drawings, because 
one of her focal points is the use of fantasy.  The protagonists of her artworks are very ironic                  
(for(for instance the artwork which is entitled “Fire eyes”, made with the acrylic painting technique, 
using a brush on newsprint). She likes to use new art technique and prove herself, using canvases, 
acrylic colours and new technical supports such as tablets. She is a versatile artist and in step with the 
times. 

“A drawing is simply a line going for a walk”  (Paul Klee)

Art curator Maria Cristina Bianchi
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Melanie de Jong is an artist who lives and works in the Netherlands. Her love for drawing started at 
an early age and she has also always been fascinated by architecture, fashion and crafts belonging to 
different ages and artistic periods. Melanie considers the manual aspect of key importance, hence the 
use of pencil and paint as the most effective tools in order to transfer emotions on paper.
HerHer illustrations radiate a light and delicate sense of grace, a poetic and dreamy aura which               
fascinates and astonishes the observer. The exaggerated long and narrow necks, the big soulful eyes 
and the pale skin of her charachters tell us a story about the image istelf and create a unique                
suspended and magic atmosphere; the impression is to be transported to an imaginary world in which 
the idea of beauty and elegance trascends the common traditional aesthetic canons and generate a 
new expressive language characterised by the need for happiness and inner peace.
TheThe melancholic feeling which surrounds the here depicted lady,the emotional intensity of the look and 
the sophisticated costume that she wears make us  fly with immagination and try to guess what story 
lies behind this mysterious beautiful creature. The butterflies and birds become the symbols of being 
in harmony not only with nature but especially with our inner dimension.
TheThe artist’s admiration for fashion designers such as Alexander Mc Queen and Marc Jacobs is             
apparent but Melanie has the capability to add a very personal touch which brings a rarefied peculiar 
connotation to her work and allows the viewer to travel through different times and styles, like in a      
colourful time machine. Her intimate vision of things is reflected in the attitude of the subjects who 
seem to be continuously looking for something more than the visibile and the touchable.

“Elegance is when the inside is as beautiful as the outside” (Coco Chanel)

Art curator  Erika Gravante
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 “Don’t ever move your soul without the body, and not do the same on the other way around,         
until defending one another, these two parts maintain their balance”

(Platone)

TheThe artist Nancy Satin has always explored each pure art’s element, from the stone sculpture to the 
draw until the painting. More than any other aspects, all what she has a passion for, are the portraits: 
these could depict people, marine subjects, flowers, still life, which are bounded by that artistic 
branch. From the attention to the commitment which she dedicates on each canvas, she tries to take 
benefit from them, to learn and grow with every new painting. Through these three artworks could be 
evoked a hymn to the natural beauty of the human body, which from its first forms of representation, 
thethe development of the form, the social importance, the attention to the emotions till the mystic            
transcendence, is called to be a symbol and to become a constant subject in the different artistic       
practices. In each canvas, her representation bounds with each individual, her understanding becomes 
immediate and the empathy with the artwork itself eased. More than this, the artist is inspired by the 
movement from one of its details, and she finds satisfaction in showing each succession in an artwork. 
The dynamic can be slow, fast or even imperceptible. The dimensions of the models represented are     
alternatedalternated till to reach a sense of instability and imminent movement. For example, in Flame and 
Reach is present a continue and progressive changing of positions: the harms are in tension and 
stretched, which allows to the observer to admire sculptural bodies. Remembering the vividness of the 
David of Michelangelo and the beauty of the forms well-modelled of the ancient Greece, in the two 
paintings there is a focus on the dimensions, perfect and athletic. While in Rising the expressive        
component is shown through the study of natural gestures and expressions of the young.
Other than the movement, even the color has a crucial role: it is used to express sensations.                   
As in La dance of Matisse, there is a vivid contrast between different tones of the same color,               
emphasizing the linear and fluid borders of the figures. 

Art curator  Alessia Perone
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 “Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves at the same time”
(Thomas Merton)

NiQoNiQo is a French artist who lives in Switzerland. Over the years he has practiced different arts.        
Painting for the artist is much more than just art. It is a social act that helps people to know themselves 
and others. Art, in all its manifestations, is the highest human expression of creativity and fantasy, and 
it is the only moment that allows man to externalize his own interiority. It’s emotion, need, desire.        
For Kandinsky, a work is beautiful when it "comes from an inner psychic need", which becomes an      
expression of the artist’s individuality. But the work of art is also "daughter of his time", and                  
expexpression of universal values that escape the transience of time. In the work "Les Gorges de la 
creàcion", the artist recounts his gaze of the world front, another  dimension of his mind. The work      
depicts a naturalistic subject, imposing and majestic with bright colour. A reinterpretation of romantic 
nature in a contemporary key. Caspar David Friedrich was the first German painter to enter the full 
climate of "romanticism". Famous are its immense landscapes characterized by the almost total          
absence of the human figure, in those few cases in which the man is present, is always represented with 
shoulders and small dimensions compashoulders and small dimensions compared to the context. Friedrich considered the natural landscape 
a divine work. These landscapes by Friedrich are not only a representation of the spectacle of nature, 
but also serve to highlight how small man is compared to nature itself. Even in the work created by 
NiQo, the artist chooses to depict nature motionless and alone, to symbolize its most powerful               
expressive charge of all humanity and all its inner self, opening to the viewer and the world.

“The principles of true art is not to portray, but to evoke”
(Jerzy Kosinski)

Art curator  Federica D’Avanzo
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 “I don't paint dreams or nightmares, I paint my own reality” (Frida Kahlo)

NooraNoora Kämppi is a self-taught Finnish artist. After graduating as a hairdresser and after taking a 
Bachelor’s Degree in Social Services, she is currently studying Art History and Education at the        
University of Jyväskylä; in parallel, she has always been cultivating her passion for painting, which 
gradually grew and developed throughtought the recent years. The tragic and emotionally touching 
experiences of the loss of her father and of a serious accident that required Noora to learn to walk 
again, brought her to the decision of starting her own business as an artist and dedicate life to             
crcreativity. Her canvases are a direct reflection of her personal history and they represent a mirror of 
Noora’s inner world, thoughts, feelings, desires and hopes. The abstract, dreamy and  evocative        
compositions are similar to tales of the artist’s soul and they have the extraordinary capability of 
transporting the viewer to the mystic and evenescent atmospheres typical of Northern Europe: in front 
of her works we have the impression of diving deep into the dark abyss of her consciousness and       
emotional universe, a place made of impulses and influences taken taken both from nature and the         
intimateintimate mindscapes. In the three exhibited artworks the use of colours, the instinctive brush-strokes 
and the fluid aspect of the images create a unique feeling of being totally surrounded and embraced by 
the artists’ memories and fragments of life in an environment where silence and inner peace stand out. 
Her emotions are turned into a raw, potent fuel which ignites the engine of expression.
This is Noora’s way to break out and give her turmoils a safe place to rest, especially during these hard 
times: painting becomes a therapeutic process in which all the challenges and doubts have the chance 
to turn into a powerful stream of positive energy. By following Noora’s artistic journey we enter into a 
trascendental dimension where the intangible elements of the human essence determine the perception 
and vision of things.

Art curator  Erika Gravante
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 “Everything has its beauty, but not everyone sees it”
(Andy Warhol)

PaolaPaola Melito is an artist of Swiss origin that lives in Zurich. Her artistic research is mainly based on 
the analysis of personal experiences.  The images by the artist are transformed into shapes and colours 
created in an intuitive way. It does not follow a particular trend or style, but it is overwhelmed by         
feelings and emotions. The first thing that strikes us during the reading of a work of art is the               
psychological meaning of colour; content, balance and shape, immediately after; we remember 
Gauguin’s obsession with yellow, blue and pink for Picasso, red for Tiziano. The use of colour            
reprepresents the nuances of the soul. The painter Kandinskj, principal exponent of abstractionism, had 
formulated his theory to justify the use he made of colour in his abstract works. According to this 
theory, blue was the colour that most externalized the feeling of spirituality, evoking that 'idea of            
infinity. But, after colour, one of the most important innovations in 11th century art was the evolution 
of the concept of form. The form, understood as a concrete element, with precise boundaries that        
delimit the matter, was the fundamental theme of the work of art in 1800. The French Impressionism 
transformstransforms it, dissolving it in chiaroscuro through a dynamic process, mutant and almost evanescent, 
building the sign with various shades of colour. The world is thus perceived from different angles,       
becoming a "world of vibrations". The work appears to the silent spectator, without the need of many 
words. This perfect synthesis of form and colour finds its raison d'être in "Maison Bleue" by Paola 
Melito, an abstract work capable of transmitting silent emotions.

“The only time I feel alive is when I’m painting”
(Vincent Van Gogh)

Art curator  Federica D’Avanzo
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 “It is not our differences that divide us. It is our inability to recognize, accept, and celebrate those 
differences” (Audre Lorde)

PiwkePiwke (which means “heart”) is a young Chilean artist born in 1997. Raised on Chiloé Island, an        
unspoilt place rich in history, tradition and even mythology, his art is deeply inspired by this cultural 
identity and love for the ñuke mapu, Morher Earth. During a trip through Latin America, he had the 
opportunity to witness the lack of possibilities,the injustice, the social inequalities and contradictions 
to which the local populations are exposed but he also had the chance to appreciate and value the 
warm sense of hospitality, generosity and profound kindness of these people. Hence the need to express 
thethe indigenous lament and at the same time their tireless desire for life. In this perspective, Piwke’s     
artworks become a powerful tool in order to leave sorrows behind and to show the inner strength that 
characterises this part of the world. In the composition titled Guillatún, a religious ceremony                
belonging to the Mapuche-Huilliche people is presented. This rite assures a connection with the         
spiritual universe for the purpose of the union of the community. The Mapuche are too often vicitms of 
racism and violence and their ancient cultural heritage and environment is endangered. The Volcano 
hashas a symbolic meaning  because it is the place where the spirits lie. The eight-pointed star represents 
Venus, a metaphor of the awakening. In the collage titled “The Machi” the traditional shaman of       
Mapuche is depicted in his role of healing both the soul and the body, using the ancestral medical 
knowledge. In this enigmatic composition, the artist highlights the eternal link between man, nature 
and stars. In “Tanu, the witness”, the reference is to The Selkman, an ancient native tribe of southern 
Chile which had extraordinary astral and maritime skills and which was cruelly destroyed and        
massacmassacred by the European settlers.  Piwke’s works are a strenuous and brave act of remembering and 
rediscovering the roots of his Country but also a poetic visual manifest of the fascinating message of 
peace,fraternity and respect for a greater dimension dominated by the awareness that everyone and 
everything on this planet is related and linked by an indissoluble timeless bond.

Art curator  Erika Gravante
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 “Each person’s life is like a mandala – a vast, limitless circle. We stand in the center of our own 
circle, and everything we see, hear and think forms the mandala of our life” 

(Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche)

Renuka is an Indian self-taught artist whose mantra is “Creating art from the heart”.
SheShe strongly believes in panting as the most powerful and direct means of showing and communicating 
feelings and intimate messages. Renuka always says that she art-iculates with art when she knows no 
other way to express herself”; her creative energy becomes a universal language which overcomes 
and transcends the barriers of age, race, origins and speaks to the  essence with no fear and limitation.

Renuka Sridhar



Having also worked as an Art and Craft teacher in Mumbai, the artist’s mission is to give back to the 
society what she had the opportunity to learn during her life journey. This social aspect of her work is 
also testified by the fact that she donates 20% of her earnings for charity projects.
Renuka’s favourite subjects are Divinity and Buddha, Mandalas, nature, flowers and animals, always 
depicted through a delicate, colorful and spiritual sensitivity. In the here presented mandala, which is 
a geometric configuration of symbols, the artist’s aim is to focus the viewer’s attention, as a spiritual 
guidance tool, for establishing a sacred personal space for meditation and self awareness.
TheseThese universally recognisable marks and symbolic images, filtered by the complex world of Renuka’s 
emotions,have the extraordinary capability of guiding us though a cosmic new dimension where the 
strings of our soul can vibrate free and play their peculiar notes.

Art curator  Erika Gravante
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Floral Motifleri
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Red Gemstone Mandala

Renuka Sridhar



“Whether you succeed or not is irrelevant, there is no such thing. Making your unknown known is 
the important thing” (Georgia O’Keeffe)

RhiannonRhiannon Yandell, is an American artist, who sees her artistic work as a linear chaos made by multiple 
layers of lines and colour. Graphically the line is born from the point in motion. Paul Klee said that 
the line is a point that is around to take a walk. Its movement in space and time determines its course. 
The line can proceed in only one direction, change it gently, or abruptly, return to its footsteps,              
intertwine and generate chaos. The artists who know very well the potential of the line, use it                 
intentionally making very expressive their works. As well as the two women depicted by Picasso, one 
tragicallytragically desperate, the other gently abandoned to sleep. Linearity and chaos seem at first opposite 
ideas. But they are two different sides of the same coin: one cannot exist without the other. If in fact the 
order of mathematics and logic, subjects made by rules, formulas and theorems well established, meets 
with the chaos of colours and shapes, is born the Generative Art. Through the use of algorithms the 
generative artist creates his work always repeating a pattern: he creates or modifies an algorithm and 
runs it on an autonomous system evaluating the beauty of the work done. The result, however, is not 
ppredictable. Algorithms and randomness, order and chaos.  This is how the artist Rhiannon finds        
inspiration in the chaotic world of nature and creates the work through the orderly world of numbers 
and logic. "Blue Math", "Chaotic Lily", "Rise", are in fact a result of order and chaos so visually         
satisfying that it is difficult to explain it in words. Colours and lines intertwine in a perfect and         
completely harmonious composition, where chaos is at the base of everything. 

Art curator  Federica D’Avanzo
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Chaotic Lily 2
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Ryuki Fuchikami is a young Japanese artist who is currently studying at the University in Tokyo.
AlthoughAlthough he started painting only a few months ago, his colorful and istinctive  digital compositions 
depict an inner complex and multifaceted world, made of fragments and splinters of feelings that seem 
to come out directly of the artist’s emotional universe: a melting pot where his deepest and most          
visceral perceptions and thoughts melt  together and produce unique astonishing metaphysical         
landscapes that look like small abstract cities of the mind. Ryuki offers us a brilliant example of how 
art becomes a crucial form of expression and liberation, especially during dark periods of isolation 
andand fear like the ones we are living nowadays. His drawings emanate a positive sense of hope which 
is not filtered by any rational scheme and not bound by technique or patterns; his works are a free flow 
of consciousness populated by images, symbols and forms that reflect a special connection with nature 
and the cycle of life. Ryuki Fuchikami’s art allows us to understand that every human being is linked 
by a powerful source of spiritual energy which resides in the existence itself.
In the here exhibited work titled “To the humanity of the new generation” the message of love and the 
desire for a brighter future overcome the sense of lonliness and sadness that this times have brought to 
us with a sense of endless  vibrant movement and dynamism. The concept of beauty takes a different 
perspective and intrigues the viewer with an other-wordly sensation.

“All colours will agree in the dark” (Francis Bacon)

Art curator  Erika Gravante
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To the humanity of the new generation

Ryuki Fuchikami



“I don’t say everything, but I paint everything” 
(Pablo Picasso)

Saffron-Rose is a self-taught London artist who loves all the things that are strange and wonderful.
SheShe creates works of art that combine abstract expressionism, illustration and portraiture. She loves 
to experiment and listen to her own art and subconscious. Bringing this dimension back to the light of 
the everyday life of every human being was a very frequent theme in the different artistic practices, but 
even before that, in philosophy. Sigmund Freud, Austrian neurologist, psychoanalyst and philosopher, 
dedicated himself to the study of the human psyche, identifying the unconscious as the seat of instincts, 
desires and unresolved conflicts. It is thanks to such studies, dedicated to the activities of phenomena 
outsideoutside the sphere of consciousness, that the concept of the unconscious begins to be defined.                 
In the interpretation of dreams, published in 1899, the psychoanalytic method is illustrated, used to 
access the unconscious contents of the mind. From the source of this survey, the artists do not remain 
indifferent and on the contrary they are ready to make their own contribution. Painters and sculptors 
in their turn embark on the same path in search of the dark places of the mind, where absent reason 
seems to replace an endless uncontrollable dream space. Francisco Goya, a Spanish painter and        
engraverengraver who lived between 1746 and 1828, deals with the frightening investigation within the                 
unconscious, of the actions that man can perform when reason falls asleep and irrationality takes over.
"Horse girl", the work made by Rose, externalizes what has been said so far. It is in fact the result of a 
series of dreams and sleep paralysis. The artist, through art, tries to express these continuous         
dreamlike states that become emotions. The work represents a centaur, a creature of Greek mythology, 
half man and half horse. In analytical terms, it symbolizes the duality of human nature, and the            
resulting search for balance for the artist.

“Painting is a means of self-enlightenment”
(John Olsen)

Art curator  Federica D’Avanzo
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"For my part I know nothing with any certainty but the sight of the stars makes me dream" 
(Vincent Van Gogh)

Seba Acidshouldbe is a Belgian artist even though he defines himself as a citizen of the universe.
HisHis art derives from his skepical vision of things and his constant worry about what is good and wrong 
in this society. Seba’s artworks are generated by the consideration that  humans are most of the time  
sad and unsatisfied  because of all the  obligations and constraints that we constantly have in our lives 
, at work but also in our personal relationships. Since he was a child he has always been fascinated by 
astronomy and the study of the stars, their position in the sky and their strong influence on human 
characters, behaviors and connections. His compositions are based on the investigation of how cosmic 
foforces impacted on his way of being, personal experiences and destiny and they deliver a dreamy, 
magic and mysterious feeling which reflects the inscrutable nature of life and its origin. 
In the here exhibited works, the facial expressions follow the emotional sensation generated by the        
vibrant use of colours. The evocative and alienlike images are composed by a combination of various  
elements with a life and a significance of their own and they lead the viewer to a voyage through an 
imaginary galaxy where feelings and sensations are the celestial bodies of an endless space.
It is a very original and peculiar interpretation of our times and of the global conscience the one that 
Seba offers us and his paintings are like portals that allow us to float in a timeless and boundless mind 
territory.

Art curator  Erika Gravante
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Spacewoman 4.0
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Colors, layer by layer, material that overlaps creating an  artwork  on multiple levels. Like any story 
that has a past, a present and a future, so Stephan's work tells a path. A path characterized by                
reflections, thoughts and experiences to be treasured, secure bases for a future, awareness of a present 
that sees transformations taking place. Stephan's painting is real, pasty, tangible, it is full of expressive 
force, undoubtedly the result of personal and artistic research. The warm and strong color at the 
center of the work that stands out and imposes itself on the other colors immobilizes the work, every 
momentmoment is condensed and firm. Stephan's work, undoubtedly, refers to the Informal, and to the masters 
of material painting, in particular to the works of the Italian Domenico Spinosa. Attention to the         
texture and color of the material are the fundamental components, as well as the search for harmony.
Borrowing Matisse's words "Color above all, perhaps even more than drawing, is a liberation",            
so Stephan's work possesses the power of freedom, of expressing itself, of being, of seeking, of         
changing and of living.

Art curator  Vanessa Viti

Stephan Janssens



Le nouveau revetement

Stephan Janssens



Another series from the Ducth photographer Tjeerd Doosje, whose peculiarity and ‘quality brand’ is 
the choice of his subjects: baby models. Nonetheless, the ‘baby’ aspect subsists only in the models’ age, 
because their poses and fearless gazes are completely at the level of those of their older professional 
agency colleagues. The self-taught photographer places often his muses in outdoor spaces that        
function as colourful and solid frames for those immaculate faces and, more in general, for those lives 
still at the dawn. The interesting element of the shots is precisely the contrast between those apparent 
fragilefragile lives and the self-confidence that emerge from the models’ look, that is almost defying the 
viewer and pretending to be already one of an experienced woman. 

Tjeerd Doosje



An anachronistic self-assurance that is able to communicate both intensity and a feeling of an              
unreadable universe of emotions, which still need to be developed and suffered. The spontaneity of the 
babies seem completely cut down, producing facial expressions and ‘scenic presences’ almost            
confrontational with the environments in which are posing: steps, streets, parks.

“To me, photography is an art of observation. It’s about finding something interesting in an ordinary 
place…. I’ve found it has little to do with the things you see and everything to do with the way you 

see them” (Elliott Erwitt)

Art curator  Cecilia Terenzoni
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Teline (1109)
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“We are attracted by the ship bottle’s art exactly as by the sea sound in a seashell”
(Victoria Kitanov)

WWith this artwork perfect in each detail, the artist Victoria Kitanov takes the observer into a perfect     
objectivism, as if the picture is a photo. The artist, while travelling by ferry close to the Svitzer         
Waratah, she was curious about a type of boat made for maneuvering both merchant shipping and the 
passenger ones. The waves’ movement and the silage left by these boats attract the artist, as if she was 
enchanted by the constant perceptive pleasure that a boat can offer: each detail from which a boat is 
made of and composed inside, it is merged with the surrounding atmosphere given by the clouds which 
heraldsheralds a storm, the wood’s  perfume just painted, the saltness’ smell which remains in the air and 
freshly caught fish. With a marked realism which reminds the great work entitled The wave of Gustave 
Courbet which has a rough sea as main subject, or alternatively, the well-known painting Wandered 
on the sea of fog of Caspar David Friedrich where an endless quiet dominates, in the Victoria’s        
painting can be admired an immense landscape of Sydney, with a majestic Opera House which with 
any doubts recalls the boats’ theme. As claimed by the artist, her desire is to catch a particular detail 
ofof the landscape, of the sounds and stories which surround the different coastlines of the Australian’s 
city. Setting to herself this aim, she invites the observer to keep appreciating the maritime heritage in 
its wholeness. 

Art curator  Alessia Perone
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Heading in Svitzer Tug Waratah on Sydney Harbour

Victoria Kitanov



According to the most recent theories of anthropologists and archaeologists, modern man was born 
about 250 thousand years ago and immediately began to discover his spiritual reality. How do we 
know this? Based on the cave paintings. Yes, because artistic creation makes us human and              
characterizes our intimate spirituality in an unmistakable way. Art was certainly not an hobby,               
it certainly had a spiritual purpose. In his work entitled "Ancestral", Cuban artist Virieskin Del Toro 
wants to talk about the relationship between man and spirituality, always concretely represented by 
symbolssymbols and objects. In fact, in his work the artist presents us various magical and religious symbols 
of primitive cultures from all over the world and makes them talk to each other. Peoples from opposite 
parts of the world and who lived centuries apart can thus share their spirituality through the objects 
that are its symbol. The choice of the yellow color of the background, a symbol of light but also of 
energy, both mental and physical, and of knowledge, in addition to making the subjects represented 
stand out more, gives vital energy to the entire composition. As if the spiritual power of these objects 
wewere still vividly present in them and even today, we could feel it. And it is precisely the artist, with his 
art, who manages to act as a means of spreading this power and this spirit.
The history of man is also and above all a history of spirituality, which over the centuries, has been 
transmitted from generation to generation and art has always been its favorite means of representation 
and transmission, since the dawns of the times.

“When religion, science and morality are shaken and all other support is lost. Man withdraws his     
attention from the outside and directs it inwards. Literature, music and art are the most sensitive 
spheres in which this type of revolution begins to take shape, showing the importance of what was 
initially perceived only by a few. We therefore move away from the soulless aspects of these days     

and turn us towards those aspects that constitute food for the soul" 
(Vasilij Kandinskij - "The spiritual in art")

Art curator  Silvia Grassi

Virieskin del Toro



From the series "Ancestral"
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“The biggest fear is sometime the one to make the first step out from the comfort zone”
(Viviane Fleury)

In An escape from the Paradise, Viviane Fleury offers her help to the observer with the aim to find out 
a way out and break free from the circumstances. She deals with a thought which is inside in each 
human being mind: remain in the “comfort zones” or escape from them and keep improving?
ItIt’s hard to take the decision to change, and escape from the reality. Each different step could be        
restless or painful. Everyone is looking for the happiness in life. We pursue to make up a comfortable 
way of life, but sometimes the daily routine could take the upper hand. Even if we recognize our habits, 
we continue to remain in a kind of “heaven” and we feel no longer happy. However, the change           
becomes a need in order to always strive for more.  Even if there are some tones which recall to the 
Eden’s gorgeous view (in this case, the “comfort zone”) we can find out other features rich of                
dynamismdynamism given by the overwhelming movement of the several lines. Three main colors are present, 
among them there is the blue/azure which brings to the picture a crucial feeling of quietness.                
The different angles of the trajectories suggest a normal day life’s scene completely different from the 
comfort, by giving deepness and personality to each detail depicted on the canvas. 
The artist uses the colors at their full capacities, and these are the sole characters capable of assisting 
the observer to escape from the comfort zone. This artwork needs to be seen closely as it is so vivid that 
all its pictorial’s quality emerges, and it is possible to find out the power of colors which challenges 
the time by bearing a change.  

Art curator  Alessia Perone

Viviane Fleury



An escape from the Paradise

Viviane Fleury



In a newspaper article made by Gabriel García Márquez entitled “the two chairs” of 1950, the artist 
Vladimir Luna saw behind a backlit chair a shape, almost to simulate a bull without head. That picture 
so impressively represented it is a perfect starting point for the artwork’s final representation. 
The main topic could be ascribed to the literary and mythological genre. In fact, traditionally, the bull 
was often identified as a god, usually Dionysus, Zeus and Poseidon, and the sacrifice of the animal 
symbolized the death and the subsequent reborn of the divinity itself.
MoMoreover, in the astrological domain, it is the second of the twelve zodiacal signs, mostly related to the 
earth governed by Venus. Everything was the scope to which the artist wanted to close in: focused on 
putting in discussion the human condition, the bull reflects tenacity, obstinacy and loyalty; instead,    
according to the divine meaning, his “immortality” is emphasized from the fact that it does not pass 
away notwithstanding that it is beheaded. This aspect invites each individual to get up again                 
regardless of circumstances and difficulties.  In addition, according to the artist, every kind of material 
can be used and if the appcan be used and if the approach remains “conceptual” and if it sticks with its aesthetic function, with 
the condition of both not to be perishable and not to damage partially or entirely the artwork. 
Vladimir Luna tries to make the relation with his artworks the most essential as possible in a way to 
reach an objectivity which is found in his work.   

Art curator  Alessia Perone
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Oh Immortal Bull, Our Beheaded
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“The world of reality has its limits; the world of imagination is boundless”
(Jean-Jacques Rousseau)

YYaroslava Liseeva was born in Moscow, graduated in Geography, then studied drawing and painting 
at the art school. Since 2016 she has chosen to devote herself completely to painting. Her art and style 
are the perceptive synthesis of the surrounding reality, of that versatile combination of precision and 
spontaneity, fluidity and precipitation, tension and harmony, conflict and balance. In her works        
Yaroslava lets herself be carried away by the various human emotional and spiritual dimensions.       
The main constructive element of her frames is the line. In general, lines are one of the elements 
ththrough which the reading of a 'visual work takes place, because their development is strongly            
significant of the author’s intentions and transmits in a clear and immediate communicative message 
at the base of the action, a message, not necessarily a content, especially in modern art, which is more 
psychological and emotional. The canvas is her map, in which the lines want to express harmony, 
order and essentiality, curves moves that reveal the energy of inner tension and the movement of the 
deepest feelings of the artist. It is an entirely introspective art, this one by Yaroslava, which delves deep 
intointo her soul to find answers and discover the mysteries of the world that surrounds her. She uses         
traditional media such as oil paintings, focusing on nature. Images of classical landscapes, dynamic, 
voluminous and fluid, in which the combination of art and nature seems to be reversed and the latter 
seems to become the author of the work of art, thanks to the intervention of the artist who was able to 
grasp the potential enclosed in trees, oceans, lakes, wind. A relationship between the artist and the     
environment that appears at times idyllic, where she let herself be part of a whole that understands and 
rrespects. An order and chaos that tickles the five senses, where men and Yaroslava find themselves lost, 
but eventually find a connection in the natural elements. The spiral course of her works indicates the 
vastness of the cosmos, erratic and changeable, in continuous movement. A vastness in front of which 
man is small, and can only be a spectator of her expressive power.

“Great things are done by a series of small things brought together”
(Vincent Van Gogh) 

Art curator  Federica D’Avanzo
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Catching the Flow
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Coming Home
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Dedication to Dante

Yaroslava Liseeva



“The aim of art is to represent not the outward appearance of things, but their inward significance”
(Aristotele)

YYola Gilibert is a Mexican artist, who now lives and works in Boston as an architect. Her artistic         
philosophy draws inspiration from the landscapes, nature and architecture of American abstract        
expressionism. One of the most important artistic currents of the post-war period, developed in        
America, which represents the affirmation of non-figurative painting that characterized the second 
half of the 1940s and 1950s. The movement takes its name from the combination of the emotional         
intensity and self-expression of German expressionists. In its genericity, the term "Abstract                    
ExpExpressionism" has the merit of highlighting two fundamental attributes of the whole current, such as 
the central role assigned to the individuality of the artist and the development of a pictorial language 
of abstract type. The postulates of this artistic doctrine are in fact all identifiable in the works of Yola 
Gilibert, who uses painting as a pure instrument of expression and self-awareness, whose art consists 
in the very act of painting and at the center of which she places the individuality of herself. The canvas 
for the artist is a space free from aesthetic conventions, in which she conveys her emotions and her 
vitalvital energy. Particularly explanatory in this sense is the name of "Action painting" because it             
emphasizes the urgency of action for the artist, understood in a psychological and existential sense. 
Philosophy immediately associated with the artist Jason Pollock. Just as the American artist, Yola, 
chooses to act, combining on canvas a close connection with the outside world, through bright            
colours, light and movement. Her works are an explosion of bright colours, which on the canvas 
impose themselves in a volcanic way and outline the space, as in "Whimsy", where the blue and its 
shadesshades represent a lake, an old pier and memories of a distant childhood or in "Deep in the Nature" 
where the green and its thousand different shades symbolize the size and depth of nature herself.         
The artist’s hope is to bring joy to the viewer, but also to present snapshots of her life experience and 
encourage viewers to reflect more deeply on different cultures. An artist, who still today, is in constant 
search of her origin and who uses painting as a research tool.

“The longer you look at an object, the more abstract it becomes, and, ironically, the more real” 
(Lucian Freud)

Art curator  Federica D’Avanzo
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Deep into Nature
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Red Night Light
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“After every storm the sun will shine again, for each problem there is a solution, 
and the soul’s duty is to be in good mood”

 (William R. Alger)

TheThe artwork of the artist Yuanyuan Zhao is inspired by the reproduction of the waves’ rushing           
movement and by the water flow. This aspect recalls a crucial theme elaborated in the Shan shui style: 
in the Chinese’s artistic and pictorial culture water streams and mountains are usually depicted, where 
all the natural’s elements are the real characters of the entire artwork. 
InIn fact, there are no figures, but only few birds: the reason for this lies in the fact that the artist wants 
to surprise the observer through the great visual impact of the water flow, as if this one could create 
around itself a tridimensional environment.  Its forms so wide and so strong as much as to create a 
ramification from the foam which constantly multiplies itself on all earth surface. The scene’s deepness 
is underlined by the intensification of the tones and by the contrast of quantities among the water, the 
sky, the birds and the rainbow.  Reminding Katsushika Hokusai’s well known The great wave of 
Kanagawa,Kanagawa, Yuanyuan Zhao includes in her artwork a strong symbolic component, probably hinting at 
the human’s existence: the power of water and the breaking of a wave on a massive rock could presage 
the imminent arrive of a storm (discouragement and pain), but from a painting angle a bright rainbow 
is visible, ready to bring happiness and serenity to the sea and to the whole world. 

Art curator  Alessia Perone
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“Colour is my day-long obsession, joy and torment” 
(Claude Monet)

YYurie Takeuchi, is an artist who realizes her works mainly through the use of drawing and marker.      
The main features of her works are, the brilliance of colours, sharpness and versatility. She creates 
natural elements, such as flowers, or geometric elements made of circles and lines. She works with the 
use of colour or chooses to leave her drawings to the status quo, in black and white, tracing only the 
contours. For the artist this is a silent way of communicating, of expressing the thoughts imprinted in 
her mind. The use of the felt-tip pen as a raw material for the realization of a work is a very recent 
technique,technique, born in the United States to meet industrial needs in the 50s. The painting of flowers or        
natural subjects in general, called Still Life, was born as a minor genre compared to established         
currents such as religious or mythological painting, slowly becoming a key element of Pop culture. 
Andy Warhol creates in the early sixties a series of works enclosed under the title of "Flower series". 
The flower becomes, even in its simplicity of shape and size, a symbol of return to life and rebirth, just 
like the full and pure colours with which the flowers are covered. Association clearly legible in the 
workwork "Happy" made by Yurie. With a combination of realism and surrealism, the artist inserts                
impressive details that blend into what she metaphorically adopts as canvas: the lips. In "Lie", playing 
with the second impression, the artist enjoys challenging the attention of the observer who after a first 
look will notice the worlds hidden behind the main subject. The concept behind this work recalls the 
imposing power of words. Thus, observing a fiery red fleshy mouth, we can see later intertwined 
bodies, which draw chaotic crossings of thoughts and words. In doing so, the artist urges us to              
incincrease the zoom of our gaze and to really focus on what we observe. She invites us not to stop at the 
first impression and to look for every detail, because that’s where the real beauty hides.

“The emotions are sometimes so strong that I work without knowing it. 
The strokes come like words” 
(Vincent Van Gogh)

Art curator  Federica D’Avanzo
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